MONTGOMERY COUNTY HAWK SIGNALS

• First HAWK signal installed at 600 East Gude Drive (Men's Shelter) March 2010
• East Gude Drive Primary Arterial with 35000ADT
• Approved by MSHA as Experimental Traffic Control Device
• Termed as MOHAWK(Modified/Montgomery HAWK)
• 4- Section Signal Display
• Two Stage Ped Crossing
• Modified to flash Yellow instead of Dark
• Signal Operation: Flashing Yellow –Quick Flash Yellow - Solid Yellow – Red-RED
East Gude Drivers and Fishers Lumber
MSHA - HAWK SIGNAL

• First MSHA HAWK in County Installed at East West Highway (MD410) and Bethesda Chevy Chase High School Midblock crosswalk on October 5, 2017

• Standard HAWK with 3 Signal Display (Bottom Yellow and top 2 Reds)

• Signal Operation: Rests in Dark- Quick Flash- Solid Yellow –Red- Dark
MUDDY BRANCH HAWK

• First pedestrian activated HAWK County Signal
• Installed at the intersection of Muddy Branch Road and Harmony Hall on October 24, 2018
• 4- Section Signal Display. Yellow- Yellow and Two Reds
• Signal Operation: Rests in Dark–Quick Flash Yellow - Solid Yellow – Red- Dark
• Slated to be modified to standard 3 section signal head configuration.